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EXPLORATIONS IN MONETARY ECONOMICS  
ECO 6183 

MARC LAVOIE 
FALL 2015 

 
Course schedule: Wednesday 14:30 – 17:20 
Course location : Social Sciences building 9003 
Office : Social Sciences building 9054 
Office hours : or by appointment 
Phone : 613 562-5800 (extension 1687) 
E-mail: marc.lavoie@uottawa.ca 
Website : http://www.socialsciences.uottawa.ca/eco/eng/profdetails.asp?id=64 
 
 
OFFICIAL COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
Explorations in theory, policy recommendations, and empirical study. Course material challenges 
traditional approaches by examining such topics as the endogeneity of money, the role of credit, financial 
instability, the circuit approach, flow-of-funds analysis, sectoral stock-flow coherence, and functional 
finance. 
 
GENERAL COURSE OBJECTIVES 
 
To demonstrate that there exists an alternative and coherent view of money and monetary economics 
which is distinct from the standard neoclassical framework: the post-Keynesian monetary theory; to 
understand what the major features of this alternative are; to understand the operational framework of the 
Bank of Canada as well as the clearing and settlement system; and to understand the implications of the 
subprime financial crisis for the operating procedures of central banks. 
 A large section of the course will be devoted to making sure that the accounting of 
macroeconomic models is right. Every financial asset has a counterpart liability; and budget constraints 
for each sector describe how the balance between flows of expenditure, factor income and transfers 
generate counterpart changes in stocks of assets and liabilities. The accounts should be comprehensive in 
the sense that everything comes from somewhere and everything goes somewhere, or to put it more 
formally, all stocks and flows can be fitted into matrices in which columns and rows all sum to zero. In 
the standard neoclassical model, where there is an exogenous stock of money, there is no consistency. 
 
EVALUATION 
 
(i) a mid-term exam [30%] 
(ii)  a final exam [35%] 
(iii)  a homework-essay, the deadline of which will be November 25th   [30%]; 
(iv) class attendance [5%]; 
 
 

http://www.socialsciences.uottawa.ca/eco/eng/profdetails.asp?id=64
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Homework-essay 
 
The home assignment is based on simulations of a SFC model. The work can be done alone or 
with one partner. These models are found in E-views form on the website of Gennaro Zezza, as 
indicated in the Godley and Lavoie book. Simulations can also be done using some other 
program with which you might be more familiar. 
  
Material about how to perform simulations with E-views is to be found on the course website, or 
else similar programs can be used. The two files in Virtual campus are called: 6183-Guide 
Simulation Program for Eviews 4.1.pdf and 6183-Simulation with Eviews.pdf. They were both 
prepared by previous students. The first guide may provide more information. The files explain 
how to start from scratch. 
 
Ideally, students should take one of the models of the book (on Zezza’s site), make modifications 
to it, by modifying some equations, or by introducing new equations and variables. Then they 
have to perform some experiments on the modified model, by changing one parameter at a time, 
in some year, showing how the model evolves through time relative to the previous situation.  In 
the essay, you need to explain what you are doing: what model you started from, what changes to 
it you are making, the justifications to these change, the experiments you are conducting, the 
parameters you are changing, the results you are getting, showing the graphs of the relevant 
variables. 
 
It will be acceptable for you to take one of the more complex model and to make experiments 
that were not attempted in the book, or even replicating existing simulations, but it will not 
generate as high a mark as if you do modify existing models (as suggested above). 
I am not looking for a long essay; rather I want you to demonstrate that you know how to handle 
these models and understand their logic. 
 
The deadline for this homework is November 25th. 
There is a penalty of 25% per day late. 
 
 
For useful tips on how to write a University paper, please refer to the following Website: 
http://www.sciencessociales.uottawa.ca/USB/cleusbkey.swf . 
 
TEXTBOOK 
 
The first part of the course will be devoted to SFC models. The textbook is: 
Wynne Godley and Marc Lavoie, Monetary Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Money, 
Income, Production and Wealth, Basingstoke (UK): Palgrave Macmillan, 2nd edition, 2012. 
 
An auxiliary textbook  is: Marc Lavoie, Post-Keynesian Economics: New Foundations, Cheltenham: 
Edward Elgar, 2014 (PKENF from now on). Electronic files of the book chapters can be found for free 
through our library, via Elgaronline at: 
http://www.elgaronline.com/view/9781847204837.xml 
 
 

http://www.sciencessociales.uottawa.ca/USB/cleusbkey.swf
http://www.elgaronline.com/view/9781847204837.xml
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OTHER USEFUL GENERAL  REFERENCES 
 

The course being based on post-Keynesian monetary theory, here are a few additional useful references. 
 
Several journals publish post-Keynesian articles, which can all be accessed from the Library website. The 
main three are: Cambridge Journal of Economics, Journal of Post Keynesian Economic, Review of 
Political Economy. Other journals with PK content are: Review of Radical Political Economics, 
Metroeconomica, International Journal of Political Economy (edited by my colleague Mario 
Seccareccia), European Journal of Economics and Economic Policy (I am one of the six managing 
editors), Review of Keynesian Economics (which is edited by a former economics student at UofO).  
 
Here are a few recent books devoted to PK monetary theory, which students may wish to consult now or 
in the future. 
 
 L. Randall Wray, Modern Money Theory: A Primer on Macroeconomics for Sovereign 
 Monetary Systems, Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012. 
 

Giuseppe Fontana, Money, Uncertainty and Time, Routledge, 2009. 
 
G. Fontana and M. Setterfield (eds), Macroeconomic Theory and Macroeconomic 
Pedagogy, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2009. 
 
Eckhard Hein, Money, Distribution Conflict and Capital Accumulation: Contributions to 
Monetary Analysis, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2008. 
 
Louis-Philippe Rochon, Credit, Money and Production: An Alternative Post-Keynesian 
Approach, Edward Elgar, Cheltenham, 2000. 

 
Or else, some classics: 
 
 Paul Davidson, International Money and the Real World, Macmillan, 1982. 
 
 N. Kaldor, The Scourge of Monetarism, Oxford University Press, 1982. 
 

W. Godley and F. Cripps, Macroeconomics, Fontana, 1983. 
 

S. Rousseas, Post Keynesian Monetary Economics, Armonk, N.Y.: M.E. Sharpe, 1986. 
 

B.J. Moore, Horizontalists and Verticalists, The Macroeconomics of Credit Money, Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1988. 

 
 C. Rogers, Money, Interest and Capital, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989. 
 

L.R. Wray, Money and Credit in Capitalist Economies, Edward Elgar, 1989. 
 

L.R. Wray, Understanding Modern Money, Edward Elgar, 1998. 
 

J. Smithin, Controversies in Monetary Economics: Ideas, Issues and Policy, Aldershot: Edward 
Elgar, 1994. 

 
G. Deleplace and E.J. Nell (eds), Money in Motion: The Post-Keynesian and Circulation 
Approaches, Macmillan, 1996. 
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 L. P. Rochon and S. Rossi (eds), Modern Theories of Money: The Nature and Role of Money in 
 Capitalist Economies, Edward Elgar, 2003. 
 

R. Arena and N. Salvadori (eds), Money, Credit and the Role of the State: Essays in Honour of 
Augusto Graziani, Ashgate, 2004. 

 
M. Lavoie and M. Seccareccia (eds), Modern Central Banking: Alternative Perspectives, Edward 
Elgar, 2005.  
 
P. Arestis and M. Sawyer (eds), A Handbook in Alternative Monetary Economics, Edward Elgar, 
2006. 

 
 
 
WEBSITES 
 
Here are a few suggestions of interesting websites that provide an extensive amount of information 
regarding heterodox economics and critiques of mainstream economics. 
 
First, a Canadian website,  the Progressive Economics Forum, in particular check its blog: 
http://www.progressive-economics.ca/ 
 
Besides the famous blog of Paul Krugman (a Keynesian, but a neoclassical one!), here are a few (mainly) 
post-Keynesian blogs: 
The real-world blog, which arose from the former post-autistic economics newsletter: 
http://rwer.wordpress.com/ 
A funny and original, but also informative, website, that of Aussie Steve Keen: 
http://www.debtdeflation.com/blogs/ 
And here is another Australian blogger, active every day, Bill Mitchell, with his Billy blog: 
http://bilbo.economicoutlook.net/blog/ 
A website, much followed by people in finance, Pragmatic Capitalism: 
http://pragcap.com/ 
A related blog, dealing mostly with monetary theory: 
http://monetaryrealism.com/ 
Naked Keynesianism: a blog ran by a post-Keynesian colleague: 
http://nakedkeynesianism.blogspot.ca/ 
Social Democracy, a PK perspective: 
http://socialdemocracy21stcentury.blogspot.ca/ 
An irregular blog run by a Goldman Sachs employee in India: 
http://www.concertedaction.com/ 
New economic perspectives (UMK, Modern Monetary Theory): 
http://neweconomicperspectives.org/ 
 
 
 

http://www.progressive-economics.ca/
http://rwer.wordpress.com/
http://www.debtdeflation.com/blogs/
http://bilbo.economicoutlook.net/blog/
http://pragcap.com/
http://monetaryrealism.com/
http://nakedkeynesianism.blogspot.ca/
http://socialdemocracy21stcentury.blogspot.ca/
http://www.concertedaction.com/
http://neweconomicperspectives.org/
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COURSE OUTLINE 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.  Schools of thought and alternative monetary theories (1 week, September 9)  
 
PKENF2014, Chap. 1, pp. 1-38. 
 
PKENF2014, Chap. 4, pp. 182-217. 
 
M. McLeay et al., ‘Money creation in the modern economy’, Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin, 1st Quarter, 2014, pp. 1-8. 
 
FIRST PART:  STOCK-FLOW CONSISTENT PK MODELS 
 
2.  An Introduction to Post-Keynesian Stock-Flow Consistent Models (1 week, September 16) 
 
W. Godley and M. Lavoie, Monetary Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Income, 
Production and Wealth, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2007, ch.1, 2. 
 
D. Bezemer, 2010, “Understanding financial crisis through accounting models”, Accounting, 
Organization and Society, 35, pp. 676-688. 
 
PKENF2014, Chap. 4, pp. 259-265. 
 
Claudio H. Dos Santos, “Keynesian theorising during hard times: stock-flow consistent models 
as an unexplored frontier of Keynesian macroeconomics”, Cambridge Journal of Economics, 
vol. 30, 2006, sections 1, 2, 4. 
 
J. Tobin, “Money and finance in the macroeconomic process”, Journal of Money, Credit and 
Banking, 14 (2), May 1982, 172-204. 
 
3.  Simple Stock-Flow Consistent Models (1 week, September 23) 
 
W. Godley and M. Lavoie, Monetary Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Income, 
Production and Wealth, 2007, ch. 3, 4 and 5. 
 
4. Open economies in PK Stock-Flow Consistent Models (2 weeks, September 30, October 7) 
 
PKENF2014, Chap. 7, sections 7.1 and 7.2. 
 
F. Serrano and Summa, ‘Mundell-Fleming without the LM curve: the exogenous interest rate in 
an open economy’, Review of Keynesian Economics, 3 (2), Summer, 248-268. 
 
W. Godley and M. Lavoie, Monetary Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Income, 
Production and Wealth, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2007, ch. 6 and 12. 
 
W. Godley and M. Lavoie, ‘A simple model of three economies with two currencies: Euroland 
and the USA’, Cambridge Journal of Economics, Vol. 31, No. 1, January 2007, pp. 1-24. 
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M. Lavoie and J. Zhao, ‘A study of the diversification of China's foreign reserves in a three-
country stock-flow consistent model’, Metroeconomica, 61 (3), 2010, pp. 558-592. 
 
6. Time in PK stock-flow consistent models (1 week, October 14) 
 
W. Godley and M. Lavoie, Monetary Economics: An Integrated Approach to Credit, Income, 
Production and Wealth, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2007, ch. 8 and 9. 
 
 

MID-TERM EXAM: OCTOBER 21 
OCTOBER 28: STUDY WEEK 

 
7. Growth, stock market shares and corporate debt  (1 week, November 4) 
 
M. Lavoie, ‘Accumulation and capacity’, Post-Keynesian Economics: New Foundations, 2014, pp. 
266-269 and pp. 437-448. 
 
M. Lavoie and W. Godley, «Kaleckian models of growth in a coherent stock-flow monetary 
framework: A Kaldorian view», Journal of Post Keynesian Economics, vol. 24, no. 2, Winter 
2001-2002, pp. 277-312. 
 
 
SECOND PART: CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN MONETARY ECONOMICS 
 
8. Operating procedures of central banks (November 11) 
 
PKENF2014, Chap. 4, pp. 218-222. 
 
Baumol, Blinder, Lavoie and Seccareccia, Macroeconomics: Principles and Policy, Nelson, 
2010, chapter 13 (pp. 292-300). 
 
M. Lavoie and M. Seccareccia, « The Bank of Canada and the modern view of central banking», 
International Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 35, No 1, Spring  2006, pp. 44-61. 
 
Donna Howard, Bank of Canada, “A primer on the implementation of monetary policy in the 
LVTS environment”, 2010, Bank of Canada. 
 
Engert, Gravelle and Howard, “The implementation of monetary policy in Canada”, Discussion 
paper 2008-9, Bank of Canada. 
 
S.T. Fullwiler, “Timeliness and the Fed’s daily tactics”, Journal of Economic Issues, December 
2003, 37 (4), 851-880. 
 
S.T. Fullwiler, “Setting interest rates in the modern money era”, Journal of Post Keynesian 
Economics , Spring 2006.  
  
Keister, M. and McAndrews, “Divorcing money from monetary policy, FRBNY Economic Policy 
Review, September 2008, pp. 41-56 (first three sections). 
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Garber, P. (2010), ‘The mechanics of intra euro capital flight’, Deutsche Bank, 10 December 
2010, http://fincake.ru/stock/reviews/56090/download/54478 

Bindseil, U., König, P.J. (2011), ‘The economics of TARGET2 balances’, SFB 649 Discussion 
Paper 2011-035, http://sfb649.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/papers/pdf/SFB649DP2011-035.pdf 

 
9. New developments since the financial crisis (ZIRP, QE) (November 18) 

PKENF2014, Chap. 4, pp. 218-229 and 245-252.  

Bank of Canada (2009) ‘Framework for conducting monetary policy at low interest rates’, Annex 
to the Monetary Policy Report, April 2009. 

S. Fullwiler, ‘Paying interest on reserve balances: it’s more significant than you think’ Journal of 
Economic Issues, June 2005. 

S. Fullwiler, ‘An endogenous money perspective on the post-crisis monetary policy debate’, 
Review of Keynesian Economics, 2013, 1 (2), Summer, 171-194. 

M. McLeay et al., ‘Money creation in the modern economy’, Bank of England Quarterly 
Bulletin, 1st Quarter, 2014, pp. 8-14. 
 
Keister, Martin and McAndrews, “Divorcing money from monetary policy”, FRBNY Economic 
Policy Review, September 2008, pp. 41-56 (sections 4 and 5). 

Keister, T., and J. McAndrews. 2009. “Why are banks holding so many excess reserves?” 
Federal Reserve Bank of New York Current Issues in Economics and Finance 15, no. 8: 1–10. 

Lavoie, M., “Changes in central bank procedures during the subprime crisis and their 
repercussions on monetary theory”, International Journal of Political Economy, Fall 2010, pp. 3-
24.  

10. The New Consensus model and its Post-Keynesian critique (1 week, November 25) 

M. Lavoie, “Taming the New Consensus: Hysteresis and some other Post Keynesian 
amendments”, in G. Fontana and M. Setterfield (eds), Macroeconomic Theory and 
Macroeconomic Pedagogy, Palgrave/Macmillan, 2009, pp. 191-213. 

S. Dullien, “Macroeconomic Theory and Macroeconomic Pedagogy, A review of the book 
edited by Fontana and Setterfield’, European Journal of Economics and Economic Policies, 
2010, 7 (3), 266-271.  

11. Modern Monetary Theory MMT (1 week, December 3) 

Bell, S., ‘Do taxes and bonds finance government spending?’, Journal of Economic Issues. 34 
(3), September 2000, pp. 603-620. 
 
Tcherneva, P. ‘Chartalism and the tax-driven approach’, in P. Arestis and M. Sawyer (eds), A 
Handbook of Alternative Monetary Economics, Edward Elgar, 2006, pp. 69-86. 
 
Lavoie, M., ‘The monetary and fiscal nexus of neo-chartalism: a friendly critique’, Journal of 
Economic Issues, 47 (1), March 2013, 1-32. 

http://fincake.ru/stock/reviews/56090/download/54478
http://sfb649.wiwi.hu-berlin.de/papers/pdf/SFB649DP2011-035.pdf
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Absence from an examination or late submission of an assignment 
 
Absence from any examination or test, or late submission of assignments due to illness, must be justified; 
otherwise, a penalty will be imposed. The Faculty reserves the right to accept or reject the reason offered. Reasons 
such as travel, employment, and misreading the examination schedule are not usually accepted. 
 

 
 
 

Beware of Academic Fraud! 
 
Academic fraud is an act committed by a student to distort the marking of assignments, tests, examinations, and 
other forms of academic evaluation. Academic fraud is neither accepted nor tolerated by the University. Anyone 
found guilty of academic fraud is liable to severe academic sanctions. 
 
Here are a few examples of academic fraud: 

• engaging in any form of plagiarism or cheating;  

• presenting falsified research data;  

• handing in an assignment that was not authored, in whole or in part, by the student;  

• submitting the same assignment in more than one course, without the written consent of the professors 
concerned. 

In recent years, the development of the Internet has made it much easier to identify academic plagiarism. The 
tools available to your professors allow them to trace the exact origin of a text on the Web, using just a few 
words. 

In cases where students are unsure whether they are at fault, it is their responsibility to consult the University’s 
Web site at the following address: http://www.socialsciences.uottawa.ca/eng/writing_tools.asp « Tools for 
Writing Papers and Assignments ». 

Persons who have committed or attempted to commit (or have been accomplices to) academic fraud will be 
penalized. Here are some examples of the academic sanctions, which can be imposed: 

• a grade of « F » for the assignment or course in question; 

• an additional program requirement of between 3 and 30 credits; 

• suspension or expulsion from the Faculty. 

Last session, most of the students found guilty of fraud were given an « F » for the course and had between 
three and twelve credits added to their program requirement. 

For more information, refer to: 

http://www.uottawa.ca/academic/info/newsletter/fraud_e.html 

 
 
 

http://www.socialsciences.uottawa.ca/eng/writing_tools.asp
http://www.uottawa.ca/academic/info/newsletter/fraud_e.html

